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LEADEFI5HIF EHALLENEiES IN NEtrRtrMUNDA

Leadercbip is a tricky business. Those at the bottom ahoa3s utant to be on top, and tbose u;lto
are quickly corne to regret it Gangleaders a.tternpt to maintain their reign tbrougb a
mirture of charLstna, stern guida.nce and outrigbtfear, yetfor all this ihe usurperc are
rare$t toofar owaJl. Ilere we present rulesfor xtme oftbe cballengesfaced b1t ganglea.ders...

=iLAIN LEADEFIS
If the leader of a gang is slain, the gang fighter
with the next highest Leadership characteristic
takes over the gang, and gains the Leadership
skill along with any other special rules and
Equipment lists available to the old leader. This
means that fighters within 6" c fi use his
Leadership characteristic for Leadership tests
and the leader can try to escape from pinning
even while alone. If there is more than onc
gang fighter eligible to assume command, the
gang fighter with the most Experience points
assumes leadership of the gang.

LEABEF!=iHIF
EHALLENEiES
During a campaign it is possible for members
of a gang to end up with a higher Leadership
characteristic than the gang leader. Naturally,
this will cause friction within the gang as the
upcoming fighter will start winning more and
more support from the other gang fighters
because he always seems to have the best ideas
and the smartest plans.

The gang risks being irrevocably split if it has to
fight while leadership is uncertain - the
fighters will not know who to follow and risk
arguing amongst themselves at the worst
possible time. This will soon bring about a
leadership dispute as the old leader strives to
keep the gang together and confronts his
potential usurper, or else the young blood
makes his play for leadership and challenges
the old leader to fight for his position.



t-2

In the case of a challenge, roll a D6 to
determine the outcome of the dispute.

D6 Result

Both contenders must fight it out in
hand-to-hand combat before the gang.
They may only use knives and must
wear no affnour. The first contender to
go down or out of action is the loser.
The winner assumes leadership. A
defeated contender has no alternative
but to accept the victor as leader. The
contest must be actually fought out as a
hand-to-hand combat, preferably with
another player rolling dice for the old
leader or his would-be usurper.

As above, except that the matter is
resolved as a shoot-out between the two
rivals. Both contenders are allowed to
use any and all weapons that they
possess.

The potential new leader is uttedy loyal
to the old leader and remains his
trusted henchman. He will never
challenge for the leadership again.

Notes

Van Saar gangs treat a roll of t-2 as a rcll of 3-4
instead.

Goliath gangs and Ratskin Renegades fieat a
roll of 3-4 as a roll of 1-2 instead.

Redemptionists treat all results as 5-6.

BEFEATEb IJ=iLIFIFEFI=i
If the challenging gang fighter is defeated by
the old leader he can be dealt with as the
leader sees fit. The defeated gang fighter will
not challenge for leadership again until he gets
another Leadership characteristic increase.
Some ireful leaders are inclined to sell
challengers into slavery or give them swimming
lessons in the sludge sea and other
unpleasantness, but this is far less common
than you might think (honest!).

EIJSTEb LEABEF!

If a gang fighter defeats the old gang leader, he
will replace him as leader of the gang and the
old leader will be ousted. The new leader gains
the Leadership skill, while the old leader loses
it. Roll a D6 to determine the reaction of the
ousted leader.

D6 Result

The ousted leader slinks away from the
gang and disappears forever.

The embittered old leader deserts the
gang and becomes a Hired Gun. The
old leader's hire fee is one fifth (2O%) of
his total cost plus Experience points.

The ousted gang leader accepts he has
been beaten by the better man and
becomes uttedy loyal to the new leader.
He will never challenge the new leader
for leadership of the gang again.
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